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King of thieves cast

King of ThievesBritant release posterDirected byJames MarshProduced Tim Bevan Eric Fellner Ali Jafar Michelle Wright Author: Joe PenhallStarring Michael Kane Jim Broadbent Tom Courteney Charlie Cox Paul Whitehouse Michael Gambon Ray Winston Music Benjamin Wall
FischCinematographyDanny CohenEd byJinx GodfreyNickCanalRelease Date 14 September 2018 (2018-09-14) Director James Marsh, movie star Michael Caine, Tom Courtenay, Michael Gambon, Charlie Cox, Jim Broadbent, Paul Whitehouse and Ray Winston. A plot professional thief in his youth, 77-
year-old widower Brian Reader assembles a group of aging criminals to build an unprecedented burglary at Hatton Garden Safe Deposit. Thieves, all but one in their 60s and 70s, are using their old-school skills to plan a robbery over the Easter holiday weekend. Posing as gas repairmen, they enter the
building of the field, turn off the alarm and continue to drill a hole in the wall of a strong room. Two days later, they managed to escape with an estimated more than 14 million pounds in stolen jewellery and money. When a crime is discovered, a police investigation begins, followed by a frenzy of publicity
and media speculation about the perpetrators. Cracks between undesirable gang members begin to show up when they argue about how to share goods, and they become increasingly distrustful of each other. Brian is excluded by the group and, not realizing the true value of the catch, the gang makes a
few mistakes. They help the police identify, track and finally arrest gang members, and only the younger Basil evades arrest and escape from the country. All the others are in custody and are awaiting trial in cold blood. Filming of the main part of the scene was filmed in central London and around
Margate, Kent, including scenes at the Wig and Pen pub, Nayland Rock Hotel, Harbour Arm in Margate, outside Turner Contemporary, and a scene at Margate train station. Cliff Abbott in Dover can also be seen in the train scene where Brian Reader (Michael Caine) travels to Margate. Starring Michael
Caine as Brian Reader as Jim Broadbent as Terry Perkins Tom Courteney as John Kenny Collins As Charlie Cox in Basil/Michael Sid Paul Whitehouse as Carl Wood Michael Gambon in Billy The Fish Lincoln Ray Winston as Danny Jones Francesca Annis as Lynn Reader Benjamin Wallfish composed
the music for the film. The score was released by Milan Records. Critical Reception On the Rotten Tomatoes review aggregation site, the film received an approval rating based on 80 reviews, with an average rating of 4.91/10. The site's critical consensus states: The King of Thieves brings together an
incredible cast for a heist film filled with potential - most of which, unfortunately, evaporates long before the end of the credits began to roll. Metacritic gives it a score of 47 out of 100 based on 16 critical reviews, which indicates mixed or average reviews. The Guardian gave the film two stars, saying: We
get one or two cool strokes. Broadbent is interestingly cast against the type as a nasty piece of work, and I liked Winston laughing with incredulous joy as he clambered into Aladdin's cave in the strongroom. But what a mess it is: not funny enough to be a comedy, not exciting enough to be a thriller, not
interesting or compelling enough to have any documentary value. See Also The Hatton Garden Job, a 2017 film based on the same events. Heist Movie Links - KING THIEVES - Full Trailer. Filmoria.co.uk August 30, 2018. Archive from the original September 29, 2018. Received on August 30, 2018. King
of Thieves (15). British Board of Film Classification. September 14, 2018. Received on July 18, 2019. King of Thieves (2019) - Box Office Mojo. www.boxofficemojo.com. received on May 12, 2020. Hatton Garden Robbery Movie King of Thieves gets first trailer. Empire. June 25, 2018. Received on May
12, 2020. Jess Sheldon (August 8, 2018). Michael Caine health update: Star, 85, returns to heist movie King of Thieves - WATCH video. Express.co.uk. received on May 12, 2020. King of Thieves Press Notes: Studio Channel. studiocanalpress.co.uk August 24, 2018. Kent Cinema Office. Kent Cinema
office king thieves article. Received on May 12, 2020. The final Hatton Garden raider is convicted. March 15, 2019. Received on March 15, 2019. Jamie Callum's 'Man' Cover of King of Thieves to be released. Reporter music film. September 6, 2018. Received on May 12, 2020. King of Thieves (2019).
Received may 12, 2020 - through www.rottentomatoes.com. King of thieves. Received may 12, 2020 - through www.metacritic.com. Peter Bradshaw (September 12, 2018). King of Thieves review - Hatton Garden crew commit daylight robbery. Received may 12, 2020 - through www.theguardian.com. The
King of Thieves' external references to IMDb, extracted from (2018_film) oldid-996542251 Saban Films James Marsh's Heist-Caper King Thieves reunites beloved British actors for a story that is even more remarkable. In a rat pack that includes Michael Caine, Jim Broadbent, Michael Gambon, Tom
Courtney and Ray Winston, these soft-mannered gentlemen play retired criminals who team up for one last tantalizing account: the chance to steal more than 200 million pounds in jewelry and money. Brian (Kane) is a reluctant leader of this grizzly, breaking his promise to his late wife to leave his
notorious days behind him. But he knows the score is too good to give away, and when timid but criminally minded whippersnapper whippersnapper (Charlie Cox, Netflix's Daredevil) shows him his way into a high security vault carrying millions of merchandise, Brian rallies his troops for one last show.
Basil ingratiates his way into their company as an expert in wiring and as a person who knows everything you need to know about his goal. Their team is motley. Brian may be the brains of the organization, but he has a match-in-decision with his old partner, Terry (Jim Broadbent). Whatever bad blood is
boiling in their decades of crime together boils under their conversations, sometimes unnoticed, but later, it's unmistakable. The other boys in the group are much funnier spirits, like daredevil Danny (Ray Winston), the fussy John Kenny (Tom Courtenay) and the untidy Billy Fish (Michael Gambon), who is
most recognizable by his dishevelled hair and constant need for a bathroom. READ ALSO: Saban Films acquires US rights to Michael Caine King of Thieves They are not the crooks they were in their youth. The film uses flashback sequences from their more violent days in business. In some of the
footage, we see worn-out strips of film from a group of men in '70s holiday suits beating up another man. Another flashback dates back to a time when black and white film was the standard, featuring men in their younger, more formidable forms. In a nice tribute to the careers of those in the cast, King of
Thieves uses footage of Kane's Italian work, Courtney's Billy the Liar, and Winston's Scum as stand-ins for their character's flashback sequences. It is a tribute to the old guard and their achievements. Kane's character is the emotional core of the film: at the beginning of the film, Brian is seen on a date
with his wife, who begs him to stay away from any other offenses. She dies soon after, and Brian continues to struggle with guilt for the fact that she inflicted a robbery and took him away. Kane's performance is mournful in the most restrained way; he demonstrates sadness not by crying, but thoughtfully
looking out the window in the garden, which was once liked by his wife. However, around his ne'er do good mates, he's tough. It has to be. He's even rude with the ignorant Basil, an underestimation that will cost everyone in the long run. Watch the video: Corgi adds Jack Whitehall, Julie Walters, Ray
Winston's voice cast screenplay (Joe Penhall, Road, (based on a Mark Print magazine article) works in fits and starts, but the camera work from Danny Cohen (Brexit) keeps the mood alive during any lull. Cohen paints the setting as a slick grey London post-rain. that were either period or made to look
that way. While most actors walk slowly and may take a little longer to rob a high security vault than when they will have in their prime, King of Thieves uses smart bounce around different characters, whether it's playing lookout or or breaks the tools needed to break into the vault. This rhythmic editing
(from Jinx Godfrey, The Theory of Everything, and Nick Moore, Burnt) appears again when the police are on the trail of thieves, using surveillance video and technology to capture thieves. READ ALSO: The Daredevil star says the cancellation was purely a netflix decision, Marvel execs were very
surprised The King of Thieves feels amazing, if somewhat uncharacteristically, pleasing to the crime film. It's fun to watch egos clashing characters and feel the suspense build over the growing evidence against the group. But the thrills are gentle compared to the 1960s British heist films they evoke. The
King of Thieves lacks that wild streak of rebellious energy evident in the films of that era. Although the score is high, the stakes seem low; the group basically just wants to get back into business for the sake of the old days. Despite the few imperfections of the film, it is still pleasant to watch as older actors
refuse to grow old from the genre of a young man. There are a surprising number of stars who are still running Robert Redford (born 1936) The beloved star announced her retirement from acting in 2018 shortly before the release of the drama The Old Man and the Gun. Morgan Freeman (born 1937)
Oscar winner was seen in the remake of Going in Style. Next: The Nutcracker and the Four Realms and Gerard Butler's sequel Angel Fell. Jack Nicholson (born 1937) In addition to being the most male nominated for an Oscar, Nicholson was signed to star in the 2016 remake of German Oscar nominee
Toni Erdmann. George Takei (born 1937) Best known for his role in the hit TV series Star Trek, Takei most recently voiced Ogu in the 2017 film Burning Samurai. Burt Reynolds (born 1936) This multi-hyphen could most recently be seen in the film Tribeca Dog Years and quentin Tarantino's 2019 drama
Once Upon a Time in Hollywood. Alan Alda (born 1936) This six-time Emmy award winner and Golden Globe winner starred in the 2015 film Bridge of Spies, the TV series Louis C.K. Horace and Pete and had a recurring role in Good Fight in 2018. Donald Sutherland (born 1935) The eight-time Golden
Globe nominee starred as John Paul Getty in the anthology series FX Trust, and recently wrapped three other films. James Earl Jones (born 1931) James Earl Jones recently wrapped the indie Warning Shot and voiced two of his last roles: Darth Vader in Rogue One: A Star Wars Story and Mufasa's
2019 CG-live-action remake of The Lion King. Michael Caine (born 1933) Oscar-winning actor, who starred in the films Ida in the style and turn, also wrapped king of thieves and animated Sherlock gnomes. Clint Eastwood (born 1930) winner of the Oscar multi-hyphen director 2018 15:17 in Paris, based
on the true story of American soldiers to disrupt a terrorist in a Paris-bound train. Ed Asner (born 1929) Best known for his role in Mary Tyler The show's Ed Asner has just recently completed work on several indie and even 2017 episodes of Bones. Christopher Plummer (born 1929) became the oldest
ever Oscar nominee for his role in the film J. Paul Getty in the film All the Money in the World. There are a surprising number of stars that still work
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